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War intensifies in Persian Gulf
MANAMA, Bahrain (API — Iranian
ships attacked five vessels in a 24-hour
period, including a cargo vessel and a
tanker yesterday, in an unprecedented
reprisal campaign in its 3-year-old tanker war with Iraq In the Persian Gulf,
snipping sources said.
The Iranian attacks yesterday on a
Cyprus-owned cargo ship and a Greekowned tanker followed strikes Tuesday
on South Korean, Japanese and Spanish
tankers, gulf shipping sources and
Lloyd's of London insurers said.
The attacks caused no injuries and
the five damaged vessels sailed to
nearby ports or dropped anchor to
make repairs, the sources said.
The five strikes were the most by Iran
in a 24-hour period since the 7-year-old
Iran-Iraq war spilled over into the gulf

in February 1984. Iran attacks thirdcountry ships on the theory that they
may be carrying cargoes to Iraq or
states that allegedly support it.
Meanwhile, Iraq said its jets hit a
"large maritime target" off the Iranian
coast yesterday. Baghdad radio, monitored in London, quoted a military
spokesman as saying the maritime target—Iraq's usual term for a supertanker— was hit at 7:30 a.m. local time.
There was no independent confirmation
of the report.

The Iranian attacks were in apparent
retaliation for a string of Iraqi air raids
that began Saturday on Iranian targets
in the gulf area. On Tuesday, Iraq said
its planes hit four ships as well as Iranian industrial targets.

The escalation of the so-called tanker
war increases the threat to U.S. warships escorting reflagged Kuwaiti tankers through the gulf. Two groups of reflagged tankers were taking on oil in
Kuwait today, and one convoy was expected to start its outbound trip through
the gulf with U.S. warships shortly.
Gulf-based shipping executives expressed surprise at the unprecedented
numbers and range of the Iranian attacks on neutral snipping, from waters
off the northern Saudi Arabian coast to
the Strait of Hormuz.
"We have to expect more," said a
Dubai-based shipping executive, speaking on condition ot anonymity.
Iraq, which resumed attacks on Iranian oil targets in the gulf Saturday after

a six-week lull, reported air raids Tuesday on four ships in the waterway and
five industrial and oil targets.
Iraq has claimed hits on nine ships
since Saturday, but only five have been
confirmed by Lloyd's and other independent sources.
The Iraqi targets are mainly tankers
owned by Iran or chartered to shuttle
crude oil from the Kharg Island oil terminal, at the head of the gulf, to a
makeshift terminal at Larak island, in
the mouth of Hormuz.

Iran claimed it shot down three raiding aircraft Tuesday. It also reported
retaliatory raids on military and industrial targets in Iraq.
Iraqdenied losing any of its aircraft,
but a Pentagon spokesman in Washing-

ton said the U.S. assault carrier Guadalcanal rescued an Iraqi pilot Monday
from the gulf waters.
In London, meanwhile, Britain warned Iraq to stop attacking ships in the
gulf and said Iraqi military actions
were not in keeping with Baghdad's acceptance of a United Nations resolution
on a cease-fire.
In Washington, the State Department
said the II.N. Security Council should
draft sanctions against Iran unless that
country agrees to the cease-fire by
week's end.
The United States agreed to provide
U.S. Navy escorts to 11 Kuwaiti tankers
after Iran accused Kuwait of aiding
Iraq and began attacking the emirate's
tankers.

BG might add
license fee tax
by Caroline Langer
cily editor

Attention!
It is inspection time for candidates in the Air Force ROTC program.
Tom Gebbie. junior marketing major, stands at attention while Cadet

BG News/Mark Thalman
Lt. Colonel Thorn Ruhe, senior management information systems
major, takes notes on his performance. Gebbie was admitted into the
Flight Commander program following his interview and inspection.

A tax may be added to the cost
of auto license tag fees in order
to aid the city with the cost of
road maintenance.
The new permissive motor
vehicle license tax, part of the
state's transportation budget,
H.B. 419, allows local governments to add up to a $15 tax to
tag fees to be used for road and
traffic signal maintenance.
This is in addition to the $5 license tax the General Assembly
granted local governments in
1967.
Bowling Green has not yet
used this taxing ability, but the
administration is recommending to City Council that it be
enacted later this year, said Colleen Smith, assistant municipal
administrator.
The administration is also
recommending that council approve the first measure of the
permissive tax by Sept. 30, so
about $60,000 could be generated
by the $5 licensing fee which
would be collected beginning
Jan. 1,1988, Smith said.
Finance Director Charles
Kerr said that if the permissive

tax is implemented, the cost of
registering a passenger vehicle
would be $32.
"This is as low a licensing fee
as you'll find in the 50 states,
even with the new tax," Kensaid.
"We are not keeping pace with
maintenance," he said. "There
are 70 miles of street which need
to be resurfaced every seven
years."
It costs the city $369,600 to
resurface 10 miles of road a
year, Kerr said.
"We are trying to maintain
the present level of services to
citizens in spite of increasing
costs and decreasing aid at the
federal level," Kerr said.
The legislation has already
been read once and is due for its
second reading during the council's Sept. 8 meeting, Smith said.
A decision about the tax can be
made by council at its Sept. 22
meeting after the third reading.
If the legislation passes and
enough citizens are against it,
they can file a referendum
which would be voted on during
the Nov. 1988 elections, Smith
said. If the referendum fails, the
tax money could not be collected
until 1989.
C See Tax, page 5.

Students help Forest fires scorch west
area children
by Tina Onder
reporter

Students who have knowledge
of children and their special
needs and want to put it into action will find a challenging and
worthwhile
place to do so
at the Children's Resource Center.
"Our program relies on
student volunteers. We
couldn't function without
them," said "err
Roseann Kerr, director of volunteers at the Children's Resource Center, 1045 Klotz Rd.
The Center is a comprehensive mental health agency serving the emotional, behavioral
and developmental needs of the
children and parents of Wood
County. University students act
as group aides, child care assistants, drivers and screening
aides at the Center.
Student volunteers are definitely more than just observers,"
Kerr said. "They are trained before working with the children
and given responsibility to ini-

tiate discussions and lead activities."
Students also work on special
projects at the Center. Last
week volunteers organized a car
wash to send the children to Cedar Point Amazement Park.
Both undergraduate and
graduate students are needed at
the Center and may be eligible
for a practicum, field experience, independent study or internship placement at CRC. This
may apply to students in a variety of majors, including social
work and criminal justice.
"The practical experience
makes sense of all the classroom
theory," Kerr said.
Dara Stutzman, senior family
services major, started working
at the Center to see if she wanted
to continue to pursue her major.
She said the experience has
taught her how to work more
effectively with chidren, and she
is now looking forward to a career in group therapy.
"I'm not doing it just because
it looks good on a resume," she
said. "It takes patience and a
creative mind to keep on top of
things when you work here. But
it really makes you feel good to
see kids improve and respond to
the therapy."
G See CRC, page 5.

Thursday
Uhirefighters learn how to handle hazardous waste problems, see story page
3.
□ Freshman get directory to see
who's who, see story page 3.
□ Placement office aids in finding
students jobs, see story page 4.
D Brian Cook comes from the Rockies, but his soccer game hasn't suffered
on the flatlands in BG, see story page
10.

Overwhelmed firefighters let smaller
hotspots burn and awaited reinforcements
from as far as the Northeast yesterday as
they battled hundreds of fires that had
blackened more than 130,000 acres in the
West.
More than 300 California National
Guardsmen were called out yesterday to
help in hard-hit Tuolumne County, along
with aircraft and 90 trucks, said Guard
spokesperson Sgt. Carolyn Hamilton.
The tires in tinder-dry Oregon, California
and Idaho forced scattered evacuations,
destroyed or damaged dozens of homes and

threatened rural communities. One fire in
Washington forced evacuation of a state
park.
Lightning-spawned fires had charred
89,115 acres of brush and timber yesterday
in northern California, swelling 20,000 acres
in less than 24 hours.
"There are now 910 fires going," said John
Carter at the joint state-federal fire information center in Sacramento, Calif. "We
have 11,000 people fighting the fires."
The biggest single fire, in the central
Idaho mountains, was a blaze that flared up
and doubled in size in one day to 15,000 acres

after being left to burn itself out. Arson was
believed to be the cause of at least three of
the more than 30 fires in Southern California.
Federal and state firefighters used at least
48 air tankers, 296 fire engines, 31 helicopters and scores of bulldozers.
Scores of residents were evacuated in Tuolumne City, Harding Flats and Smith
Station.
A Forest Service firefighter was killed
Tuesday when he was hit by a motorcycle,
said Harley Greiman, a forest service
spokesman.

Search to begin for new dean
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

"Acting as dean is a full-time job."

Interviews are being conducted to fill a search committee
that will choose a permanent
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Until the search is completed,
Ralph Townsend, former associate dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, will continue as
interim dean of the college. He
was named to the position in
July.
Townsend replaced Kendall

-Ralph Townsend, interim dean of college of
Arts and Sciences
Baker, who accepted a position
as vice president for academic
affairs and provost of Northern
Illinois University.
"My main objective is to
maintain the continuity and the
plans of the college and move
forward without interruption until a new dean is found, Townsend said.

Townsend said he is not considering candidacy for the position.
A faculty member since 1960,
Townsend is a professor of
mathematics and statistics, although he is not teaching this
semester.
"Acting as dean is a full-time
job," he said.

Over 5,000 undergraduate students are enrolled in the College
of Arts and Sciences. Additionally, many courses in the general
education requirement for students are a part of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
The volume that the college
deals with, as well as restrictions in funding, may lead
to a backlog of situations to be
handled, Townsend said.
"We ask that students and
faculty have patience with us,"
he said. "We are in a chronic
situation of being underfunded
and understaffed and we will do
our very best in handling difficulties."

News in Brief
Insurance needs
IOUI uiiv-v. 'ttua
tO be renewed
Students who purchased University-endorsed
health insurance last year need to be aware that
those policies expired Aug. 18, according to Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of Student Health Services.
Kaplan said many students forget to renew their
coverage because the insurance company does not
send reminders to its customers of policy lapses,

However, students were told of the expiration date
at the time they purchased their coverage.
He Mid
"us can be a dangerous oversight because if a student becomes ill or gets injured without being covered, he will be responsible for his
own medical expenses, which may be substantial.
About 700 students purchased the coverage last
year from Parker ana Parker, which is underwritten by Colonial Life and Accident Insurance Co.
Kaplan said coverage is renewed by the company on the day the premium is received in the
mail.

There are two policiesavailablei one costs $482,
and the other is $294. The two offer varying degrees of coverage, he said.
Kaplan said these rates are considerably lower
than those that students would have to pay if they
weren't buying part of group coverage.
Students who want to renew their policy or purchase coverage for the first time can obtain an enrollment form at the Health Center,
He urges all students to either be covered by
their parents' policies or purchase coverage.

1
1
1
1
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Detectors vital
The University's recent move to install smoke
detectors in all residence hall rooms was a
wise one — and long overdue.
Although Kreischer Quadrangle is the only hall to
have received the new life-saving devices, fortunately plans are underway to update the other halls'
detection systems as well.
Currently, all residence halls except Kreischer
are equipped only with detectors in the hallways,
not in the rooms — which is a risky proposition at
best.
If a student were to fall asleep with a lit cigarette
or heating device that caught fire, he or she would
not receive warning until the smoke reached the
hallway. By then, it would probably be too late.
State law requires that owners of apartment
buildings must place a smoke detector in each unit
for the safety of residents. Finally, the University is
providing similar protection for its residents.
And the new system provides a necessary safety
feature for the hearing impaired - a light that goes
off along with the alarm.
The new fire system is designed by zones, which
should allow for a more accurate reading of the situation. Under the current system in most dorms, no
one really knows where the fire is or if it is a false
alarm. The result: too many needless false alarms.
Students are often frightened out of a sound sleep
and forced to stand in the cold, ohly to find out they
are the victims of a prank.
But because the Kreischer system can pinpoint
whether the alarm has been pulled or activated by
smoke and in what wing of the building the fire occurred, it may deter many would-be alarm pullingpranksters from playing their annoying games.
If the prankster knows his or her location would
show up immediately on a control box, perhaps the
fear of getting caught would deter the crime.
Hopefully the new detectors will be installed as
soon as possible in all the dorms, both for safety
and crime prevention. They will add a muchneeded sense of security to dorms that are now illequipped in case of fire.

A weekend trip
that backfired

Never assume anything.
Sunday afternoon arrived, so I
packed up my things and went
outside to our arranged meeting
place to wait.

I immediately turned to my
boyfriend for help, but he shrugged saying his car was acting up
and wouldn't survive a trip to
Bowling Green and back.
Damn.
Then he suggested I call my
parents, only an hour away, to
ask for their older car. Relieved
by this idea, I began dialing. Of
course they'd agree. I had to get
back somehow.
"The muffler is falling off the
second car and your father
doesn't want you to drive it,"
was Mom's answer to my plea.
I couldn't believe it. The little
demons that ruin automobiles
were out to make my life miserable.
The solution evolved that my
father would drive us back to
BG, so the other girl and I piled
into my boyfriend's Volkswagon
for an hour of lurching and stalling to my house.
Once there, more waiting. My
brother, who would share the
driving since it was getting late,
had to be towed home when his
car wouldn't start.
Cars, 4; humans, 0.
We made it to school and my
family got home again, all
against mounting odds.
Now, I think twice before going somewhere I can't reach on
foot.

And wait.
And wait...

Anyone know of a good used
horse dealer?

Finally, I called to see what
the holdup was. She told me with
panic in ner voice that her car
wouldn't start. We were stuck.

Murphy is a senior journalism
major from Painesviile, Ohio,
and editoral editor for The

By Beth Murphy
What ever happened to the
horse and buggy?
In simpler times, it was a pretty reliable form of transportation. Feed and water the horse,
do a little "maintenance" like
changing horseshoes and
grooming and you were ready to
travel. If the buggy cracked an
axle or lost a wheel on the way,
you could hop on the horse and
ride to the nearest trading post
for help. Today, when you break
down, you're stuck.
I realized just how dependent
we've become on automobiles on
a weekend trip last semester to
Kent State University. With the
aid of the Ride Board, I found
someone going in my direction
to take me to the university on
her way to Pennsylvania. I knew
of another girl who was in Kent
to pick up her car, which had
died the weekend before. I assumed I had a convenient ride
back.
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Brief hope left for Hart
By Mike Royko

Gary Hart's former campaign
director insists that Hart will
soon leap back into the presidential race.
The former aide, William
Dixon, says that while Hart
knows he can't win, he will run
to bring forth significant issues
that other candidates shy away
from.
I think that's a fine idea.
There are many significant matters that candidates hesitate to
discuss frankly for fear of losing
a few votes. But as a noncandidate-candidate, Hart could
speak his mind.
And I can imagine what the
stimulating dialogue will be like
when he makes his first appearance on one of the Sunday morning news shows such as "Face
the Universe."
"Our guest today is former
Sen. Gary Hart, who withdrew
from the Democratic race earlier this year, but has recently
returned as a candidate. Our
first queestion wil be asked by
Jack Keyhold from the Washington Post. Jack?"
'Senator Hart, you are in your
early 50s. I believe that millions
of American males who are in
the same age bracket would like
to know if you take vitamin pills.
And, if so, what kind and in what
quantities."
"Jack, it has been my policy
to take only a standard multivitamin pill in the morning. I have
never been a believer in mega vitamin doses, although I do not
rule that out as a possible option
should the need arise."

"Senator, it's been said that there are
basically two kinds of male Americans —
those who wear the traditional jockey
shorts and those who wear the more
contemporary tight briefs. What is your
choice and why?"
'Til be darned. Well, the,
what are your views on ginseng,
the Korean root which is said to
have certain, well, certain
Ewers of stimulation? My wife
s been urging me to try it."
"Yes, I do believe that ginseng
can have invigoratory value and
I have used it as a dietary supplement."
"The next question is from
Bill Transom of The Wall Street
Journal. Bill?"
"Senator, throughout history,
candlelight and wine have been
a recommended prelude to significant events, but there are
experts who argue that wine, or
any alcoholic beverage, can
have debilitating effects, especially on men in their middle
years, causing drowsiness at
crucial moments in these
events. Would you comment on
that?"
"Yes. I am an advocate of
both candlelight and wine, but
with certain limitations. One or
two glasses at the most, although you might allow, or even
encourage, the person with
whom you are engaged in what
we might call sensitive negotiations to indulge in a bit more, so
long as this person is not rendered incapable of bringing the
matter under consideration to a
satisfactory conclusion."

"We now move on to Ronald
Lews, of the New York Post.
Ronald?"

stranger across a crowded room
and becoming aware that you
will see this individual again and
again? In other words, sir, Is
there such a thing as one enchanted evening?"
"Yes, I believe that with
resolve and a clear approach to
one's goals, that from a crowded
room and a stranger there can
evolve an enchanted evening. Or
even several enchanted evenings, if you are prudent."

"Senator, it's been said that
there are basically two kinds of
male Americans — those who
wear the traditional jockey
shorts and those who wear the
more contemporary tight briefs.
What is your choice and why?'

"A follow-up question. Under
the circumstances I mentioned,
in a crowded room, do you advocate a direct gaze or a sidelong
glance across the crowded
room?"

"I believe it is a matter of personal choice and one's anatomy.
I prefer briefs. But I don't believe that they are appropriate
for everyone. For example, Sen.
Paul Simon would probably feel
more confortable in jockey
shorts."

"Conditions, of course, must
dictate a course of action. But as
a general rule, a sidelong glance
serves well as an introductory
approach, followed by a direct
gaze. However, there are variables, such as one's height. I am
fortunate in that I am tall
enough to negotiate a direct
gaze in the most crowded of
rooms."
"Our final question is from
Velma Prude, of the Christian
Science Monitor, "elma?"
"Senator, other than bringing
these issues before the voters,
did you have any other motive
for re-entering this campaign?"
"Yes, Velma. It was the only
way I could get out of the
house."
"Thank you, Senator."
"Thank you, Velma. And do
you have any dinner plans?"
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

"A follow-up question, sir, if I
may. Are you talking about bikini briefs, and if so, what
color?"
"Modified bikini, the Jim
Palmer brand, and in muted
colors, Nothing iridescent. That
wouldn't be presidential."
"The next question is from
commentator George Won't.
George.?"
"Senator, I would like to know
if you believe, as Rogers and
Hammerstein wrote in their
immortal 'South Pacific,' that
there is potential for a meaningful relationship in seeing a

Letters
Ohioan necessary
in presidential race
John Glenn and Dick Celeste
are doing the people of Ohio a
great service by considering
running for the Presidential
nomination. We believe their
efforts will force the national
media and both national political parties to pay more attention
to this state and its citizens than
if, once again, no citizen from
the nation's seventh largest
state enters the race. Should no
Ohioan run for President,
Ohioans will have much less influence on the nation's policies
for the 1990s.
Certainly both Glenn and
Celeste are attractive candidates who have much to offer
the country. With no disparagement meant to the Bidens,
Babbitts and Simons, etc., few
can match Senator Glenn's record and understanding of complex defense and weaponscontrol policies, or Celeste's
achievement in taking Ohio
from near the bottom to fourth
in the entire nation in the creation of new jobs. Both men have
demonstrated the physical
strength and stamina and intellectual keenness needed for the
nation's top office.
The Sun Belt states, in particular, have understood the im-

portance of fielding Presidential
candidates, which, in part, exSlains why for 30 out of the last
> years a resident of a Sun Belt
state has occupied the Oval Office. Is there anyone who seriously doubts that the economic
fortunes of the Midwest would
have been drastically different
over the recent past, had a citizen of the Midwest been President instead? Thus, both Celeste
and Glenn should be encouraged
to run for the Presidency, and
their consideration of this should
be warmly applauded by all
Ohioans.
Ohio State Senators
Robert Boggs

Charles Butts
Linda Furney
Lee Fisher
Richard Pfeiffer, Jr.

Overlooked groups
deserve applause
The purpose of this letter is to

applaud all of the service organizations, University sports
teams — including club sports and other groups in general
which put forth hours of time
and effort to support and promote Bowling Green State University without getting the rec-

ognition they deserve.
It is understandable that at a
University of this size with so
many different interests involved that not every group can
be highlighted. If The BG News
tried to do a story on each one, it
firobably would fill the paper sold for weeks with such articles.
However, without these people
this campus would be a more
boring and disorganized place
than one might imagine.
So thanks to all the people and
groups we overlook for your
support and time. The Univers:
ty couldn't do it without you!
Rachelle Kristof
OCMB3051

Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student to
write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any and
all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for verification,
must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. These should also
be typewritten and double-sKced. University students writj columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Airport
project
Toxic waste training gained to be completed
few representatives.

by Jared O. Wadley
copy editor

BG News/Rob Upton
Sergeant Mike Instone of the Bowling Green Fire Division helps firefighter Mike Smith into a hazardous materials suit yesterday to demonstrate some of the advanced safety equipment and training of the fire div-

The federal government
told fire departments nationwide in 1985 to organize a hazardous waste response team
before the end of next year.
City fire chief Jack Gonyer
responded by sending six
command officers to two
training programs in Toledo
and Bowling Green to evaluate and properly deal with
hazardous material incidents.
The first program the officers attended was funded by
Cleveland State University's
Division of Continuing Education last March in Toledo.
Ohio fire department representatives were invited to
attend the program, taught
by instructors from a hazardous material branch in Florida.
The city firemen had been
to other hazardous material
programs in Ohio, but Gonyer
said he liked the Cleveland
State University school more
because it offered hands-on
training, classroom instruction ana field demonstrations.
Some of the things taught at
the school included handling
a cargo truck leak and fire,
dealing with fixed location
chemical emergencies and
evacuating and evaluating an
area.
Gonyer said he wanted
more firemen to attend the
four-day school, but the departments could only send a

IX. Jack Ekert, one of six
who attended the program,
said the most important thing
he learned was identifying
the hazardous material ana
accessing the situation properly.
"Firemen dealing with hazardous materials have to
plan what they're going to
do," Ekert said. "We must
take into account the area,
time of day and wind to control the spill because we don't
clean it up."
Ekert, who will be attending an advanced hazardous
materials training program
next month, said instructors
gave him the names and
numbers of companies who
could assist them with a spill
by telling them how to control
it.
Although he has not been
faced with a hazardous material problem, Ekert said he is
more careful when he handles
gasoline spills.
Besides the attending the
school in Toledo, the six
command officers participated in a hazardous material
program in the University's
Mathematical Sciences
Building in May.
Gonyer said the week-long
program reiterated some of
the material taught at the
Toledoprogram.
He also said it was important for them to be familiar
with hazardous materials because there are chances when
an accident could occur.

Blotter
Michael Remynse, Toledo, was arrested
for driving under the influence of alcohol
Tuesday around 6:15 p.m. after he knocked
down several city trees in the 100 Block of N.
Main St. with his truck. Remynse, who was
accompanied by Gary Vara, also from
Toledo, parked the truck on the curb in front
of Pisanello's Pizza, 203 N. Main St., and
went to Yuppi's Bar, 153 E. Wooster St. An

employee told police officers that the two
subjects were causing problems and making
crude remarks.
LJA white solid oak church pew, valued at
$150, was reported stolen from 201 Troup St.,
Tuesday at 9:47 a.m.
GFour chrome rim inserts were reported
stolen from a vehicle Tuesday around 2:54

p.m. The complainant told police that he did
not know where the theft occurred or the
value of the rims.
DAn undetermined amount of money was
reported missing from the Kentucky Fried
Chicken, 1020 N. Main St., Tuesday at 8:25
a.m. The money had been taken from a safe
sometime between Thursday night and Friday morning.

by Greg Connel
city reporter

An official of the Wood County
Airport Authority said the airport's $3 million expansion
project will be completed by
Christmas.
Dan Reddin, president of the
WCAA said the project's new
runway will open for day landings by October 15, and should
be lighted and in full use by Dec.
25.
Since the new runway forced
the closing of a section of Mercer Road, the Airport Authority
had to extend North College
Drive and Newton Road to
create a new route for area traffic, Reddin said. The project
was paid for almost entirely by
federal and state grants.
"This project has been 95 percent sell-funded, which means
the city and the county got a
$600,000 road for $150,000," Reddin said.

By changing the angle of the
runway in relation to the city,
the hazzard created by lowflying air traffic over tne city
will be eliminated, Reddin said.
The existing northeast/southwest runway forces
filanes to fly over high tension
ines and houses, but the new
runway will redirect this traffic
over Woodland Mall and the city's industrial park.
He added that since it is 4,200
feet long (the existing runways
are 2,900 feet) it will also provide for larger aircraft such as
corporate-owned turbine airplanes and Lear and Cessna jet
planes. This, Reddin said, will
greatly increase the number of
take-offs and landings at the
airport.
,f
Even though most the planes
could land on a 3,000 foot runway, the pilots don't want to cut
it that close. They fly by and tell
us to let them know when we
have a 4,000 foot strip," he said.
See Airport, page 5.

Album features
freshmen faces
by Rebecca Thomas
copy editor

Perhaps the most frightening thing about being a freshman is not
seeing a familiar face in the crowd. For freshmen this year, there
may be a solution.
The Undergraduate Alumni Association (UAA) is offering a
freshman record book for the first time. During the summer, incoming freshmen received letters asking for pictures (optional) and
information about themselves, said Julie Shelly, UAA treasurer.
The directory was published by the inter-Collegiate Press, Shelly
said, and answers the common questions asked by most freshmen of
their classmates: "What is your major?" and "Where are you
from?"
The book also features pictures of freshmen who responded and interests those freshmen have. Freshmen were given a chance to order the book/which comes in both hard- and soft-cover editions.
"We want to stress that this is in no way a yearbook. We are not in
competition with The Key (yearbook)," Shelly said.
There have been approximately 1,650 books sold, according to
Mariann Reinke, assistant director of alumni affairs and adviser to
UAA.
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Profs research
marketing tool

Job services
assist seniors
by Kristen Black
reporter

• Students at the University
commonly ask themselves these
Questions: What do I want to do?
■where do I want to work? How
>do I find the right job? The answers to these questions and
more can probably be answered
by the University's awardwinning Placement Services.
The Placement Services
received the 1987 Award of
Excellence in Programming
presented by the College
Placement Council.
Assistant Director Sandi
George said the main idea behind Placement Services is "to
try to prepare students for the
transition into the world with
work programs, individual
counseling appointments,
professional development seminars and on-campus interview
programs."
Included are placement counselors who are trained in career
choices so that students may
discuss any aspect of their career developments or employment search.
In addition to individual counseling appointments, the place-

ment office offers several other
services for students. These
services include registration,
credential services, mock interview training, staff referrals
and alumni placement services.
The On-Campus Interview
Program, in which 780 recruiters representing 450 organizations interviewed students
' during the fall of 1986 and the
spring of 1987, had such recruiters as Procter & Gamble,
IBM, police departments, hospitals and the Cleveland Cavaliers.
Another service offered is the
Career Resource Center which
has information on career
research, job search, employer
directories, current periodicals
and audio visual materials
which include career search
video tapes and company video
tapes.
Throughout the fall semester
there will be three Job Search
Workshops on the subjects of resume writing, job hunting techniques and interviewing techniques. For those students who
cannot make the weekday evening workshops, the Placement
Services provides "Super Start
Saturday which will be held
Sept. 19.

by Barb Weadock
reporter

Bill McKinney. a masters student in hot qlass blowing, molds a vase
at the Bowling Green Art Annex. A vase ol this size takes 40
minutes tomake and can crack at any moment.

Pre-Labor Day Specials |

LOOK

A company is experiencing a drop in its profits and its customers
seem to be dissatisfied.
,
The company's president has tried his own ideas and is still at a
loss as to how to please his customers. He is at the end of his rope,
until he comes across a new concept to stop his problems.
The purpose of Focus Group Marketing is "to give them (businesses) a new way to figure the pulse of their customers," Zeller
said.
The concept takes people from off the street and asks them candid
questions about a product or service. A company representative
watches the interviews from behind a mirrored wall, and is able to
receive honest and direct feedback.
This concept is called Focus Group Marketing.
Richard Zeller, professor of sociology, and Jim Wilcox, associate
professor of interpersonal and public communication, are among six
researchers who will give a seminar on Focus Group Marketing,
Sept. IS, at the Seagate Center in Toledo.
Zeller has been a focus group moderator for five years and said
there is a need in the business community to become familiar with
this type of consumer relations tool.
He is trained in the areas of statistics, research design, attitude
measurement and evaluation research. Zeller has authored five
books and written several articles in the area of statistical research.
Wilcox, director of graduate studies in the IPCO department, is a
consultant in marketing research and in 1986 received the outstanding college teacher communications award.
Focus group marketing is an effective business tool, he said, because information and consumer needs can be taken into consideration before the product is produced.

for our sidewalk BARGAINS

Thursday-Friday-Saturday

SAVE20%-Storewide
ENTIRE STOCK OF:
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ACCESSORIES
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& MISC. SHIRTS
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values 10 12.99
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531 Ridge (across from Mac West)
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close-out merchandise)
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Special Sale!

TO OUR ADVERTISERS:
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The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

Mon.-Sat.
9:30-5:30
Tues. til 9 p.m.
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SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA
ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
THEIR 1987 PLEDGE CLASS!
Blair Bakker
Faith Beardsley
Mary Beck

Melissa i ladden
Julie I lehen

Many < >l>erlin

Shelley Parks

Susan Bertsch

Beth Huber

Megna Proffltl

Norma < blumbaro

Julia Keller

Michelle Rasor

Julianne Dygen

Judith Renwick

Lori Eben

Nicole Ryder

Liz Esarove

Andrea Scutt

Amy Fearnside

l.is<i Kol.irik

Pamela Shearer

jenny Fish

Lori Kunkel

Regina Solowiej

Mlchele Funderburk

Beth Marlk

Christine Spencer

Vieki Mastorii les

Julie Cutiman

Jodi Myers

THE BG NEWS~
will be

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 4 p.m.
372-2601

214 West Hall

Jaclyn Orr

Tammy i llney

Jill Cordon

Due to the Labor Day Holiday
Monday, September 7
ADVERTISING DEADLINE
for the
Tues. Sept. 8th and Wed., Sept. 9th
editions of

Now In Siock —

RATERNITY-SORORITY INSIGNIA

See Our Complete Selection of Fraternity Jewelry
SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

Jennifer wise
Mary z.ibo

^J\leverd Aewelru ^3c<ore
125 N. Main St.

Tl IANKS JL'LIK I LFEVRE. AND
SANDY WILLIAMS FOR OL I< WONDLRR L ZLLS!
DELTA ZETA •

DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA

Hours:

Mon-Wed
Thur-Fri
Sat

353-6691
10:00-5:30
10:00-8:00
10:00-5:00
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Tax.
G Continued from page 1.
The bill also granted county
governments the opportunity to
enact two $5 licensing fees. Of
the first, (2.50 would go to municipalities and 30 percent of the
rest would go to townships. The
second tax would only be shared
with townships.
Wood County has not acted on
the licensing fees.
If the county fails to act by
April 1, 1989, municipalities
could enact a second $5 fee and
could instate a third if counties

still have not acted by April 1,
1991.

No matter what the combination of muncipal and county
taxes collected through the bill,
the addition to the licensing fee
could not go above $15.
The Bureau of Motor Vehicles
reported that 13,442 cars were
registered in Bowling Green in
1986, Smith said. If the tax is
enacted, the $5 fee would be sent
to whatever town was named as
the permanent residence or
waived for those who come from
towns where there is no such
tax.

Airport
CRC

Continued from page 3.

[ Continued from page 1.
Kerr said that together,
volunteers served over
9,100 hours at the Center
last year, representing a
savings to the community
of over $41,000.
Those interested in becoming a volunteer should
call the Children's Resource Center, 352-7588.

One of the airports existing runways, the northeast/southwest runway, will be closed to landings
and takeoffs once the new one opens, but the
north/south runway will remain open. Although it
is no longer than the northeast/southwest the fact
that it is located exactly four miles south of a Federal Avation Agency owned guidance beacon
makes it crucial to pilots who fly in bad weather.
"The north/south runway is far more important
than its length indicates," he said. "The WaterviUe vortac gives us a beacon for our instruments to
home in on when visbility is low."

The FAA requires a minimum of three miles
visibility to allow landings without a beacon, Reddin said.
The airport, Reddin added, should continue to
help the city in other ways, especially if it continues to grow as he hopes it will. Reddin said his ultimate goal is to see the newer runway extended to
5,200 feet, and the older strip extended to 3,500 feet.
"I think the airport is ideally located to serve the
city's industrial and commercial community. If
the areas governing bodies continue to use good
judgement in zoning the surrounding area, the airport will serve Bowling Green for a long time. It
definitely will help the city's industrial growth."

DON'T MISS ELDER-BEERMAN

COLL
NIGHT
IT'S TONIGHT 4 TO 11 PM
I

TAKE 20% OFF
ALL REGULAR PRICE MERCHANDISE
Just show us your Bowling Green State University I.D.
"Save 10% on small electrics. Excludes cosmetics, gilt certificates and
gift coins. Elder-Beerman associates and their families are not eligible.

Elder-Beerman welcomes you
back to school in a big way,
with 7 hours of special savings
throughout the store!
PLUS, TAKE 50% OFF ALL
CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE
IDENTIFIED BY 98c ENDINGS

LOOK WHAT'S
HAPPENING!
Sample fragrance*
from the world's
finest names.
Beauty makeovers
from Clinique and
Estee Lauder.
Discover a new
look for the new
school year.
See trendsettlng
demonstrations
from Riviera hair
ornaments.. .all
that's new and fun
and fashionable.

. .evN minutes

TO

U

V

Back to school means back
to Elder-Beerman, at extra special
back to school savings!

We Want What YOU Want
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News Briefs

Philippine city guarded
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - Officials
said they reinforced security yesterday in
the country's second largest city after hearineof plans for a possible military rebellion.
President Corazon Aquino meanwhile
summoned top military officials to the weekly Cabinet meeting yesterday to discuss
tomorrow's mutiny. Chief of Staff Gen. Fidel
Ramos told reporters the Cabinet agreed to
sponsor urgent legislation to improve soldiers' pay and, if necessary, to divert resources from other projects to improve military capabilities.
In Cebu City, 350 miles south of Manila,
provincial Gov. Osmundo Rama said he had
' received intelligence reports that mutineers
were regrouping for an attack despite the
failure of the coup.
There was no fighting in Cebu City during
the attempted overthrow, but some military

officials supported it, briefly placing top civilian authorities under house arrest and ordering local radio and television stations off
the air.
Rama said by telephone that the regional
military command sent extra troops to
guard the city hall yesterday, and said he
was asking for more soldiers to defend the
provincial government building.
Brig. Gen. Dominico Casas, commander
of the 220th Airlift Wing in Cebu City, was relieved of his command yesterday for allegedly supporting the rebels.
Earlier this week, the military said Cebu
area Constabulary commander Brig. Gen.
Edgardo Abenina, and the deputy air force
commander in Manila, Brig. Gen. Federico
Pasion Jr., were under investigation in connection with the mutiny.
The government-run Philippines News
Agency said a battalion commander and

three other army officers were dismissed for
leaving their unit in southeastern Luzon to
join the mutiny.
The coup was led by Col. Gregorio
"Gringo" Honasan, who remained at large.
During the coup attempt, mutiny leaders
claimed the government had shortchanged
the armed forces and was ineffective in confronting Communist and Moslem rebels.
Cadets at the Philippine Military Academy, which trains future leaders of the armed forces, issued another manifesto in
support of the mutineers.
The cadets, who staged what they called a
"passive strike" at the academy Monday
and Tuesday, said they Opposed the
government's use of force against the mutineers while it offered amnesty to Communist rebels. They issued a similar manifesto
Sunday.
Honasan is a graduate of the academy.

Pilot testifies in Soviet court
MOSCOW (AP) - The West
German teenager whose daring
flight to Red Square shook up
the Soviet defense establishment told a Soviet court yesterday, "I am aware of my
guilt, but testified he was on a
mission of peace.
Mathias Rust, a 19-year-old
amateur pilot, faces up to 10
EAE

EAE

EAE

spoke on condition of anonymity.
The youth, wearing a blue suit
coat over a blue sweater and
light blue shirt, was escorted
into the courtroom by two uniformed soldiers as the trial
opened.
As he gave his first public account of the May 28 flight, Rust

years in prison on charges of
violating Soviet airspace and
flight rules and "malicious hooliganism."
An attorney with the Soviet
Association of Lawyers in Moscow, who is not connected with
the trial, said Rust's statement
was tantamount to a guilty plea
under Soviet law. The attorney
EAE

EAE

EAE

EAE

EAR

EAE

EAE

said he did not acknowledge
Euilt on the charge of "malicious
Doliganism" because, he said,
he never intended to harm
anyone.
Rust said repeatedly that he
had acted alone when he took off
in a small plane from Helsinki,
Finland, and made the audacious, low-level flight through
some of the world's most tightly
guarded airspace to the seat of
Soviet power.
"My flight did not have any
aggressive intentions," he said.
Rust looked pale but spoke in a
firm voice when questioned.
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Drug cuts cholesterol
Americans.
Dr. Frank Young said combining the new drug, lovastatin, which received FDA approval Tuesday and will be on
the market in two to three
weeks, with diet and exercise
may reduce the chance of
heart disease.

WASHINGTON (AP) The commissioner of the
Food and Drug Administration yesterday hailed a new
drug that reduces cholesterol
levels as a major advance
that may reduce the risk of
heart disease in millions of

7:00pm, THURSDAY, SEPT. 3RD
WEST HALL, ROOM 203

'P.

For more information call
Bob Craig or Brian Chambers at 353-1588
(Both Greeks and Non-Greeks are welcome to attend)
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Africa (AP) — The body of
one of the 50 miners believed
killed in a gold mine explosion has been brought to the
surface, and the mine manager said methane gas was
the likely cause of the blast.
Meanwhile, two major
newspapers yesterday called
for a crackdown on right-w-

•ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
t-1

THURS, SEPT 17th: HIGH SOCIETY (coat and tie)

EAE

ing terrorism following a series of attacks on black trade
union offices.
The explosion Monday severed a cable and sent an elevator carrying 40 men crashing to the bottom of the
4,521-foot shaft at the St. Helena gold mine in Welkom, 138
miles south of Johannesburg.
All those inside the elevator
are presumed dead.

JOHANNESBURG, South

>

TUES, SEPT 15th: CASUAL RUSH
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Body raised from mine

S The Gavel\
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THURS, SEPT 10th-.EAE SLIDE SHOW

EAE

lide in southwestern China
buried more than 100 people
and at least 34 were killed, the
official Xinhua News Agency
said yesterday.
The report said rescue
workers freed 60 people from
the earth that engulfed them
before dawn Tuesday in Wuxi
county, eastern Sichuan province.

COME TO

TUES, SEPT 8th: NIGHT AT THE EAE POLO CLUB

LAP,

Xinhua did not give the
condition of those rescued
and did not say how many
were still missing in the disaster. It said 107 people were
caught in the landslide.
The landslide occurred at
3:40 a.m. local time, burying
the residential compound of
the county electric power industry bureau, a hotel and
some private homes, the
agency said.

BEIJING (AP) — A lands-

Are you a writer or a photographer interested in getting
your work published in a campus magazine?

THURS SEPT 3rd: EAE ,THE INSIDE STORY
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OUR 1987 Pledges
Shari Benner

Debbie Larr

Mary O'Connor

Annette Blake

Kristen Litten

Andrea Patti

Betsy Broski

Jennifer Manon

Joan Peters

Ann-Marie Burello

Gina Main

Lori Sanguedolce

Maria Caputo

Amy Schlaegeter

Ellen Counts

Erica Shemberg

Wendy Elkins

Lori Shollenberger

Kristin Fea

Gretchen Smith

Liz Ferguson

Jody Steiner

Pam Fritz

Kelly Strong

Mari George

Sue Swade

Michelle Hoffee

Stacey Thomas

Carolyn Jackmides

Dawn Wilt

Joyce Jenkins

Jeni Winstel

Debra Klein

Katrina Miller

Shelly Winter

Laurie Kohen

Erica Myers

Kim Wojtaszak

Our 1987 Initiates
Allison Carnahan
Sara Finan
Lynn Fleure

Senior portrait signups are now!
Call 372-8086
Photographer is here Sept. 14-25

Sharon Olesky
Diane Popovic
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Water quality
tested with fish
CINCINNATI (AP) — An eight-state agency that polices
Ohio River water quality is coordinating a new study to sample
the fish population in the 981-mile-long river.
The study's goals are to monitor flie amounts of poisonous
chemicals in the river and examine how they are affecting the
edibility and health of the fish. The Ohio River Valley Water
Sanitation Commission, an agency made up of eight Ohio Valley states and the federal government, is coordinating the
study.
"The greater diversity of fish that we find, it means the ...
cleaner the water is," commission spokeswoman Jeanne Ison
said Tuesday.
The fish sampling began Tuesday and fa to continue through
Oct. 8. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the West
Virginia Department of Natural Resources are to conduct
laboratory analyses of the fish to examine them for selected
pesticides, herbicides, trace metals and polychlorinated biphenyfa(PCBs).
PCBs were once widely used in cooling fluids in transformers
and other heavy equipment. They are known cancer-causers
and their manufacturing has been banned in the United States
since 1979.
The results of the laboratory examinations probably will not
be available until around Jan. 1, Ison said. The Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission will then use the data to
compile a report.
The fish sampling studies are done every two years, and the
commission has participated in them since 1968. The commission has found in recent years that some varieties of fish popular with fishermen have been showing up in greater numbers in
the Ohio River as water quality improved with the increasingly
more stringent water-quality controls, Ison said. Walleye and
bass, among other species, have been found in greater numbers.
Fish are being collected for this year's study from 22 locks
along the Ohio, Allegheny, Monongahela and Kanawha rivers
to be categorized by type, weight and size.
"Fish are good indicators of the cleanliness of river waters,"
the commission said in a statement. "When fish species that
are sensitive to pollution are found extensively, their presence
connotes progress in water pollution control."
Participating in this year's fish sampling are environmental
protection and natural resources agencies from Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania and West Virginia, along
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Army Corps
of Engineers and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Veteran hurt in protest
Anti-war demonstrators object to weapons shipments
CONCORD, Calif. (AP) - Dozens of people watched in horror
as an anti-war demonstrator
was run over and dragged by a
munitions train as he knelt on a
track while trying to stop it,
leaving him seriously injured
yesterday.
Bouquets of flowers and pebbles spelling "Peace" marked
the spot where S. Brian Willson
was struck Tuesday outside the
U.S. Naval Station during a
Crotest over weapons shipments
i Central America.
Shortly before he was struck,
the 47-year-old Vietnam veteran
told a reporter for the Oakland
Tribune, "I have to say, 'You
can't move the train without
moving my body,'" the newspaper reported yesterday.
"He lunged for the train, like
he was angry," said the Rev.
David Duncombe, who was
standing next to Willson.
Willson, of San Rafael, suffered a skull fracture, and one
leg was severed below the knee,
said Sandra Ryan, spokeswoman for John Muir Hospital.
Surgeons amputated the other
leg below the knee, she said. His
condition was upgraded from
critical to serious yesterday
morning.
Willson, who was about to

start a 40-day fast, was leading
25 demonstrators outside the
weapons station, the largest in
the West.
After a news conference, he
knelt on the track with others
trying to stop the three-car train
as it left the depot.
But the train, operated by a
civilian Navy employee, hit him
as about 30 people, including a
contingent of Marines, demonstrators and his family watched
in horror.
"They've killed my dad!
They've murdered my dad!"
shouted Gabriel Rauen, 14, who
had to be restrained.
David Wylie of the San Francisco Nuclear Weapons Freeze
campaign said Willson's wife of
two weeks, Holley, and others
waved for the train to stop.
"The engineers shook their
heads at them," he said.
Margie Wall of Concord said
she and a friend were in an automobile about to leave when
they noticed the train speeding
up and moving toward the
protesters.
Willson and five demonstrators had stretched a banner
across the tracks, said John
Skerce, one of the five.
The two nearest Willson managed to jump clear, but Willson

WELCOME STUDENTS!
Are you furnishing
an apartment?
Then don 7 miss St.
John 's Church yard sale
to be held this Friday &
Saturday September 4-5
from 9-5 pm.

WELCOME BACK
BGSU STUDENTS

-MAURICES-

at the corner of East Wooster and Mercer

invites you to visit our new store in the
Bowling Green
WOODLAND MALL
tor the lotest Fall fashions

20% OFF

Bring your college ID. and this coupon and]
get 20% OFF EVERYTHING STOREWIDEI
Valid Sept. 2 through Sept.14
nol valid with current m-store promolions

FEATURED WILL BE HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS, DESK EQUIPMENT, LAMPS, A
COUCH, AND PLANTS.
Held inside if it rains

HURRY! Only two weeks until loft installation
deadline!

DESIGNER
LOFT CO.
352-5475 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

didn't, he said.
"He was on his knees, forced
backward and then dragged ...
about 25 feet," Skerce said.
Navy spokesman Dan Tikalsky said witnesses told military
authorities the train was traveling at 5 mph, but protesters said
a video tape they had taken appeared to show it moving faster.
Base Commander Lonnie Cagle said witnesses told Navy
officials some protesters jumBd onto the tracks a short disnce before the train struck
Willson.
"The engineer saw no one on
the tracks as far as I am
aware," Cagle said.
He added that the in-
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He served in Vietnam as an intelligence officer for the Air
Force with the rank of lieutenant from 1966 to 1970, according
to a biographical sketch on file
at the Mount Diablo Peace
Center.
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vestigation initially was hampered by the crew refusing to be
interviewed or tested for drugs
or alcohol until Navy counselors
arrived.
The Navy will conduct its own
investigation into the incident,
he added.
The protest and start of a
40-day Veterans-Citizens Fast
For Life and Peace, marking the
anniversary of the 1986 Veterans
Fast For Life, corresponded
with a similar fast in Washington.
Willson participated in the
1986 fast and is a leader of the
Veterans Peace Action Team,
which has marched through
combat areas in Nicaragua to
protest support for contra re-
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DON'T MISS
MOCKTAIL RUSH
HAPPY HOURS
with

SIGMA PHI
€PSILON
Enjoy tropical drinks and snocks
while seeing Sig Ep pride,
tradition and Brotherhood
Drought to life in a slide show.

TONIGHT
7:30-9:00
Homecoming - Football Mums $2.00
Car Bouts $1.00
Ladies Carnation Corsages $1.50
Order Early!
'Med. Stem Red Roses
.White Daisies
t Carnations
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$5.00 a doz.
$2.00 a doz.
$3.50 a doz.

* Less expensive than the other guys
$95.00 per year
* No security deposit
* Installation optional $ 10
required * Teardown and Pick up FREE

fattens
Wildlife"

This Week's Specials
Post-Off COOTS, Lite, Bud, Bud Light, 12 pk. cans
Cold 24 Returnables
King Kegs & Suitcases
4pk $3.9S

Seagrams Coolers
Berry, Peach, etc.
Pepsi, Coke Classic

2 liter bottle 99«
99«

Frito-Lay Ruffles Chips

8 lb. Bag 75'

Ice

Racketeers
434 E. Wooster
Dairy Queen Bldg.

352-7815

This

THURSDAY
ANIMAL HOUSE PARTY
COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
CONTEST FOR CASH AND
PRIZES
Bring your valid college I.D.
and get in FREE!!
Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
25481 Dixie Hwy.
-A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT-

Thursday
Only $5.00 for a 12" pizza
with pepperoni, double cheese
and extra thick crust.
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

Call us.
'616 t woosifi
P*on.. H2-1SM

11 00 *m 2*m Sun
11 00 #*T> 3am Thji
Oo- d'.ve'sc«"y *ss
"-an S?000
Limited MWery ami

?o*.<fjt
is*
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American,
Soviet
team up
for opera
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Two rising stars — one an American choreographer, the other a
Soviet singer — are teaming up
for a television production of
Boito's rarely performed opera
"Mifistofele.
Choreographer Judith Jamison, a former star of the Alvin
Ailey American Dance Theater,
has never choreographed an
opera before, but the work is
sure to be "one of those very
special moments," said Margaret Anne Everitt, general director of the Opera Company of
Philadelphia.
Soviet bass Paata Burchuladze will be featured in the performance, scheduled to air in
January on the Public Broadcasting Service.
Dancer-turned-choreographer
Jamison has already started
work on the opera, said Ms.
Everitt, who favorably comfared the work-in-progress to
wo other Philadelphia-taped
productions worthy of Emmy
awards in 1982 and 1986.
The production calls for "extensive segments of dance in the
interpretation of the opera" and
needed the "very considerable
talents" of someone like Miss
Jamison, Ms. Everitt said.
The dance sequences are very
important "because we are taping it for television and because
we are bringing to Philadelphia
once again one of the truly magnificant young talents," in Burchuladze, Ms. Everitt said.
Miss Jamison gained international fame as an extraordinary
dancer with the Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater and
also danced with the Harkness
Ballet, the San Francisco Ballet,
and Maurice Bejart's Ballet
XXth Century.
Her choreography credits include works for Alvin Ailey and
Maurice Bejart's companies as
well as the Washington Ballet,
Ballet Nuevo Mundo de Caracas, and Jennifer Muller and the
Works.
The title role will call on the
talents of the young Soviet
Georgian bass Burchuladze, acclaimed by European critics as
the rising superstar of opera.
The singer was a 1986 winner
of the Opera Company of Philadelphia-Luciano Pavarotti International Voice Competition.
He made his U.S. debut m a concert performance of Verdi's
"Requiem" at Philadelphia's
Spectrum sports arena in 1986
just after the Soviet Union and
the United States resumed cultural exchanges. His U.S. operatic debut came last season at
Philadelphia's Academy of Music in the title role of Mussorgsky's "Boris Godunov."
Italian tenor Bruno Beccaria,
also a Philadelphia-Pavarotti
competition winner, will portray
Faust. The role of his love, Marguerite, will be sung by American soprano Dianna Soviero.
The opera will be performed
twice at Philadelphia's Academy of Music on Jan. 18 and 22.
Both will be taped and the better
one will be selected for a special
Easter Sunday telecast.
The opera is the third segment
of the Philadelphia company's
series of productions based on
the legend of Faust, a man who
sells his soul to the devil in return for fame and fortune. But in
the end, Faust always has to pay
for his gains with tragedy and
finally death.

Heart
Healthy
Recipe
MEXICAN CHICKEN SOUP
1 3-pound frying chicken, skinned
and cut into serving pieces
2 cups canned tomatoes
1 clove garlic, minced
'/i cup chopped onion
''l cup canned mildly hot California
chilies. diced (or Vi cup lor a
milder flavored soup)
2 cups cooked, drained pinto
beans or garoanzos
Place chicken pieces in a large
saucepan Add enough water to
cover Cook until lender, about 25
minutes
Remove chicken pieces from the
broth and put in the tomatoes,
garlic, onion and chilies Slide
chicken meal oil the bones and return meat lo the broth Add beans
and simmer about 15 minutes
Yield about 2 quarts
Approx cal/serv: I cup ■ 190
1 tortilla - 60

Churchill's
1141 S. Main St.

Open 6am until 1am

Welcome Back Students
Churchill's Super Market, located next to K-Mart at 1141 South Main St., would like to welcome all
new and returning students. At Churchill's we know time is very important to your schedule. So, if
you're looking for the largest variety of brand name groceries and frozen food items to fit your
fast-pace schedule, we at Churchill's are ready for you. There are no coupons, games or gimmicks at
Churchill's - just wide aisles, fast check-out service and the lowest prices in town.
At Churchill's we have the area's largest grocery store video department (1500 movies), plus free
membership. While you're selecting your video you can munch on one of 8 favorite ice cream cone
selections for only 25« a dip. Give us a try at 1141 South Main St., next to K-Mart.

WAITIR A. CHURCHHl JR

This Week's Specials
Micro
7Up - Diet 7Up
Shake
Mi,k Shake
Vernors Ginger Ale
2 liter bottles 89*ea. 3- 11.5 oz. pkgs.

Pepsi - Diet Pepsi
2 litre
79* ea.

$2.29

Tony's
Coca Cola
Keebler
Frozen Pizza
All Flavors
Toasted Crackers
6 pk. cans $1.29 9 oz. box $1.39 15.3 oz. to 17.5oz.

Frito Lay
or Ruffles
Potato Chips I'
15 oz. $1.59

2/$3.99 rjfc^

jm

Peter Pan
Peanut Butter
Smooth or Crunchy
18 oz. $1.69

Miracle whip
Salad Dressing

1 qt. $1.59

Smuckers
Grape Jelly
2 lb. jar 89*

Seneca Frozen
Apple Juice or
Grape Juice

32 oz. $1.19

Reiter
Cottage Cheese

89* ea.

Stokely's
\ ^
Frozen Singles
4 ct. pkg. 99*

Hunts
Squeeze Ketchup

Blue Bonnet
Margarine
1 lb. pkg. 2/89*

Miracle
Whip

Van (amp*
pom<-

Gala
Paper Towels
Jumbo 59* ea.

24 oz. 99*

Tide
Liquid Detergent
$1.00 off $5.98

Churchill's

1141 S. Main St.

Van Camp's
Pork & Beans
16 oz. 48*

Campbell's
Tomato Juice
46 oz. 79*

■>£k

Northern
Bath Tissue
4 pkg. 99

Next to K-Mart

Sports
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"Livelier balls in pitchers' imagination
It was an easy excuse and one
which was quickly embraced by
eitchers and managers alike,
lost found it equally as easy to
jump on the "rabbit1' ball bandwagon.

'by Pal Murphy
-spoils columnls!

Crack!
| "Long fly ball, deep center
field, that ball is going, going,

Blaming the home runs on the
poor defenseless baseball was
almost too easy. After all, the
ball can't speak out to defend itself. So pitchers could blame
just about everything on the

■gone!"

Cut to a scene of a dejected
pitcher hanging his head, wondering how the ratter could have
possibly hit his pitch that far.

This scenerio has been reGated numerous times in Major
ague Baseball this year. More
times than in years past.

What a bunch of wimps.
The increased home run production couldn't possibly be a
pitcher's fault. It just isn't possible.

With the increased home run
production comes the need for
an explanation or an excuse if
you happen to be a pitcher these
days.
The first excuse given by pitchers victumized by the home
■ run is the ball is "juiced".

How else can you explain the
Met's Howard Johnson hitting 32
(lingers after having just 10 last
season? Or what about Oakland's rookie phenom, Mark
McGwire chasing Roger Maris'
single season home run record
of 61. He may have slowed down
a bit since the All-Star break.

"The baseball is livelier this
year! "they cried.

Blaming the home runs on the poor
defenseless baseball was almost too easy.
After all, the ball can't speak out to
defend itself. So pitchers could blame
just about everything on the ball.
but with a month remaining in
the season, he's only adding to
his record of home runs hit by a
rookie. He has blasted 40 roundtrippers thus far.
Rawlings, the company that
manufactures baseballs for the
major leagues, stepped up to
protect their baseballs by testing thier products in an effort to
negate the accusations of a livelier ball. Their tests proved
there is no difference in the balls
from previous years.
Too bad for the pitchers.
Hey, maybe the bats are tampered with or they are made
with better lumber than in years
past.
INTERNATIONALLY
FAMOUS

Browns
prepare
for strike

r^ ^jifr}

EXPERIENCE THE UNITED COLORS OF

ftbcndton

TOLEDO OHIO
POT I side Ma kclplace
1 i,ink: n P. rk Mall

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

No Cover

Aces & Eights
Wed - Sat

SUNDAY NIGHT GEORGIA PEACH TRIO

a 'Biary Ijood Carry (>u I 'Dial j
Wiiri ihi* coupon

HOWARD'S IS A DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICPANT

I
I

Plus
A Cup of Our Homemade Soup of the Day i
and
A Bottomless Drink

Only S2.50 (S4.05 Value!)l
|

Intercolligiate
Bowling
Team Tryouts
for further
information
and details call
372-6324, ask
for Mike.
MIKES PARTY MART
NOW OFFERS FREE
DELIVERY SERVICE!

Minimum order $25
SEE US FOR ALL
YOUR PARTY NEEDS!
Must Show Drivers
! License Upon Delivery
No Alcoholic Beverages
Delivered On Campus
Don't Drink And Drivel
f

Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

/

Sub Night
Cookout

TUESDAY, Sept. 15Hot« miid chicken wings Wing It Night
THURSDAY, Sept. 17 invitation oniy
The PHI KAPPA TAU House
is located
directly behind Rodgers

Semi Formal Dinner

All RUSH activities are from
7:30p.m. tp 9:30p.m.
Please use the front door

Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater
Presents

OLIVER
September 11 & 12
8:00 pm

8c

ORBASi

September 18, 19, 20
8 CO pm
Sept. 20 Matinee 3 p.m.
Kobacker Hall- Moore Musical Arts Center
Student Tickets: S3, $5, $7
$1 discount with valid BGSU Student i.D.
Box Ottice Hours: 12noon-6pm weekdays
In cooperation with BGSU College of Musical Arts & Deportment ot Theater

Hey Students, Get Your

GOOD FOR ALL FOOTBALL, HOCKEY, AND
BASKETBALL GAMES...(May be the only way
to see the defending CCHA Hockey Champs)
ONE LOW PRICE-$24.00
- $48.00 Savings Over Regular Price
- Just 671 Per Game
- Limited Number Available
PRIORITY PICK-UP OF TICKETS

Bifcx.lls

$7988 $ 11988

CHARGE IT TO YOUR BURSARS ACCOUNT

For Both Pairs

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.

352-9259

1

One Price!
Buy » pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.

For Both Pairs

FRIDAYS 3-8pm

Night at the Races

ALL
SPORTS
PASS

Chcfctn. Egg. Tuna, w Ham Salad".
Mim I cr»a*a o- Roan Baal

Valid Inside Only
' SaWctions may vary

TONIGHT, Sept. 3

Sept. 2-5

943 South Main Street
352-7571

• win"

<S>KT RUSH
TUESDAY, Sept. 8
THURSDAY, Sept. 10

SWEATS. PANTS. SHIRTS
SKIRTS. JACKETS. ACCESSOR!! S

Pagliai's Pizza

CROISSANT of Your Choice

suspensions went. The "vacations' ' were granted by the
commisioner's office for getting
caught with an "illegal" substance while pitching.
If you can't beat them, cheat.
The only clear explanation is
pitchers j ust are not all that
good this year and when coupled
with productive off-seasons,
more home runs are hit.
Fans like nothing more than
watching baseballs leave the park at sizzling velocities.
Players hitting them don't mind
much either.
But as a word of warning to .
those who would like to get a pitcher's point of view. Wait until .
the end of the season.
You might get hit by one of
those blistering fast balls.

Video harness races from Toledo Raceway Park. Prizes awarded - Refreshments

A COLORFUL
AND WIDE SELECTION
OF SWEATERS. . .

BEREA( AP) - If the NFL
Players Association
chooses to go on strike in
September, the Cleveland
Browns may put together a
replacement team that
could include some of the
players cut from the roster
in training camp.
Following the lead of
other teams, the Browns
plan to offer some players
a $1,000 bonus in return for
a commitment to return if
a strike occurs.
"It's an investment,"
said Ernie Accorsi,
Browns executive vice
president. "If we're
ordered to field a team,
we've got to have
players."
The Browns would not
say how many players
have been offered the
$1,000 deal. The Cleveland
Plain Dealer reported
several players were
offered money.

Another joke of an excuse, but
they did convince the commisioner's office to institute a rule
that states a manager has the
right to ask that the bat of an opposing player be confiscated and
x-rayed to check for tampering.
This may be done once a game
by each manager.
Thus far, the rule has been a
farce and is generally used in an
effort to stir up some con-

troversy. The intentions of the
rule are good, but it has become
a "tit-for-tat" type rule and is
totally ineffective.
The reality of all of the improved hitting this year could be
in the fact baseball players are
beginning to take the off-season
seriously. Many players are
weight trainning during the winter months and are not only
staying but improving their
physical shape. Consequently,
the increased home run production.
There are a few pitchers who
have taken the issue into their
own hands by tampering with
the baseball while they are on
the mound. Just ask Joe Neikro
of Minnesota or Kevin Gross of
Philadelphia how their 10-day

You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sylvania

SfcSiSrfi^Sa

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

To Order or Pick Up Your Pass
Go To Memorial Hall
Ticket Office. Be Sure
To Have Your Student I.D.
For More Information
Call 372-7093
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Falcon booter adjusts to the flatlands
Colorado native, Cook, leaves Rocky Mountains for BG
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter

. Why would a person from the
mountain ranges of Colorado
choose to come to school in the
f latlands of northwest Ohio?
Bowling Green soccer player
Brian Cook, who has lived in the
"Rocky Mountain state" his entire life, is one of those persons.
Cook first heard of the Falcon
Erogram from former booter
'ave Hemsie, who played club
soccer with him in Colorado. But
the reputation of BG's Sports
Management program also
lured him.
Once here, Cook soon began to
miss the mountainous geography of his home state.
''The biggest adjustment in
coming to BG was getting used
to the flatness," Cook said.
"There are no hills to block the
wind."
Cook may have had trouble
adjusting to the terrain, but
Palmisano was more concerned

with the Littleton, Colo., native
being maybe just too little.
"The first thing we look at
when recruiting a player is what
kind of person he is qualitywise," Palmisano said. "In talking with Brian, we saw those
qualities we were looking for."
"But we were concerned
about Brian's size in making the
transition to college soccer. He's
5-7 and 150 pounds, but with his
desire and determination he
plays like he is 6-0 and 170
pounds."
Since Cook's arrival in Northwest Ohio, the junior fullback
has proven his size is no detriment to him or the BG. He has
earned two varsity letters, including starting in all 20 contests
last season.
"I like to think of myself as a
dedicated, hard worker," Cook
said.
Thus far, he only has three career points with one goal. But
that could change this season.
Cook may see action at the
midfield position which means

he'd be handling the ball more
and could figure in the scoring,
where as at fullback Cook s
primary concern is defense.
But Cook doesn't mind where
he plays as long as this year's
squad develops as a unit.
"We have a lot of freshman
and sophomores on the team, so
it is important the upperclassmen stress team unity, he said.
Although the Falcon hooters
look young on paper, they should
be strong on the field since
they've lost only two starters
from last year's 12-6-2 team.
"It is important we pick up
this year where we started last
season," Cook said.
The Falcons were 12-3-2 last
year before three shutout losses
in the final three games squelched their hopes of a post-season
tournament bid.
"Our main goal this year is to
make the NCAA Tournament,"
Cook said. Cook may be relatively new to Northwest Ohio,
but he is not unfamiliar to the
game of soccer. He's been play-

ing steadily since the age of six
and has participated on club and
state championship teams.
With 14 years of soccer under
his belt, Cook obviously has a lot
of memorable moments. His
biggest thrill came during his
freshman campaign at BG.
"It was 'Parents Weekend'
and we were playing Akron," he
said. "I hadn't started a game
all season."
But fate took a turn and suddenly Cook got the starting nod.
It was a moment he'll never forget.
"Starting my first collegiate
game in front of my mom was
really exciting," he said. So
there is excitement in the flatlands of BG, far away from the
scenic mountains of Colorado.
Just ask Cook.
And if you don't believe him,
then ask his friend and teammate, goalie Mickey Loescher.
Oh, and by the way, Loescher
is from Denver, Colo. But that's
another story.

BG News/Rob Upton

Brian Cook
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SIGMA PHI
EPSILON
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S

"OUTSTANDING CHAPTER"
1986 and 1987
receives

THE BUCHANON
CUP AWARD
for
NATIONAL
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER
1983-85 and 1985-87
E+E E+E E+E E+E E+E E+E E + E E + E E+E E+E CM

The most
demanding;
challenging;
enlightening,
>rous,
sai
difficult,
rewarding;
motivatingaml
exciting course
you can take
in college.
ARMY RESERVE ONCERS TRAINING COWS

820 S. MAIN
MON-FRI 9:00a.m.-8

SAT 8:30-6

WE ACCEPT
ttt itNtn \fm nght to l-nrt Qwtrti** an MM mtfClnnftN. •doMion* Qu*ntr1«a ■■ ntQulM poc* RtfeMM iW-4 Mnit«d to manutactuwi "WlWll

ADD MILITARY SCIENCE 101
TO YOUR FALL SCHEDULE!
FOR MORE DETAILS,
SEE CAPTAIN GARY WIRZYLO
IN ROOM 151,
MEMORIAL HALL, OR
CALL 372-2476.
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Falcons down Detroit

BG grad paints portrait

Overcome several obstacles in 2-1 opener

A Bowling Green graduate has contributed his artistic talent to promote an
upcoming hockey series between the United States and
the Soviet Union.
Oscar Hinojosa, 26, has
created a poster that will be
used to publicize the U.S.
against U.S.S.R. hockey
tour in December 1987.
The series will feature
Team USA and the Moscow
Select Team as a prelude to
the Winter Olympics in
Calgary, Alberta. The
Olympic hockey competition will take place in Februrary at tne Calgery
Saddledome.

by Al Franco
sports reporter

There were many times in the
soccer game against Detroit
Tuesday afternoon when Bowling Green may have decided get
back on the bus and go home
with a 0-1 record. Instead, BG
took advantage of its setbacks
and came from behind to win
their opening game against UD
2-1.
The first obstacle the BG
booters had to overcome was the
atmosphere. About 250 screaming fans showed up for the first
soccer game in Titan history.
But it wasn't just the fans that
upset the BG game plan, Head
soccer coach Gary Palmisano
described the opponents as
"very emotional."
The next impediment the Falcons had to conquer was the
playing field. The field at Detroit was considerably shorter

The first two games of the
eight-city tour will be
flayed at Cleveland's Richield Coliseum and Cincinnati's Riverfront Coliseum,
respectively.
Hinojosa said he enjoyed
doing the poster and considers it among his best
works to date.

Labor Day Sale
Mens Stafford Silk Print Ties reg 14.00
Mens Levi Jeans reg 24.00

nlutn
I
plus a FREE

|

of P«psi with this coupon

Open 4 p.m.
Voted Best Pizza In B.C.

♦•it**********************************
*
*
COUPON
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
THURSDAY-LADIE'S
*
*
NIGHT All Male Review

Stop By Purcell'S For Your Biking Accessories

Featuring-Wesley & Co. j
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00 19 and over »

* Good for one FREE ADMISSION for 9/4/87
I************************************

MARK'S
i» 3

352-3551

131 W. WOOSter

352-6264

!$

I
I
I
I

2

I

25 % off all Womens Coats

Womens Dresses Sale 15.99 to 29.99
Sale 19.99

Misses Short Sleeve Tops reg 10.00

Sale 3.99

Junior Jeans reg up to 42.00

woodland mall B8BBT

cinema
THE BIG
EASY

Phone No
354-0558

Sale 29.99

Junior Rugby Shirts orig up to 30.00

Sale 15.99

Junior Denim Skirts Sale 29.99
Junior Print Woven Camp Shirts orig 22.00 Sale 15.99
Turtleneck Tops 9.99

THE

ROSARY
MURDERS
SAT/SUN 1 20 3 30
Ever- |

JCPenney
WOODLAND MALL
BOWLING GREEN

352-3551

MARK'S
OFF ANY 2-ITEM
LARGE PIZZA

I FREE DELIVERY

in

Mens Casual Socks 33% off

Junior Tank Tops Sale 1.99

OFF ANY 2-ITEM
EXTRA LARGE PIZZA

I FREE DELIVERY

Sale 18.99

A-A'WWWVWAAV/AW^^WftAWAflWV/^VA'^

MARK'S

r—

Sale 10.99

Sale 14.99

Lace Collar Sweaters reg 30.00

*■

I
I
I

Sale 6.99

Mens Lee Jeans reg 26.00

20% and more off
all Front and Rear Cycling Bags

Expirvi
U/31/87

I PHONE 352-5166

J
*

20%-40% off Young Mens Shirts

Mens Sweaters reg 19.99
Ch.-ogo Styl*'E>ira

o»* Coupon Pe* Pino

Sale 24.00

25% off all Mens Jackets

| . . .A $10.75 value.
I Ask for when ordering

I

Sale 21.99

Young Mens Levi Shirts reg 16.00

2.Litor Bottlo

| FREE DELIVERY

Mens Levi* 501 Jeans reg 32.00

Young Mens White Slacks

I Any large
la
16" 1 -item pizza for

Sale 9.99

Sale 16.99

Mens Bugle Boy Slacks reg 30.00
Woodsy Owl says
Injuries Hurt!
rJWSSSJ

'

After the goal by Titan forward Chris Bologne at 34:05, the
momentum quickly shifted to
the BG side. Freshman forward
Kyle Royer put the ball in the
opposition's net only 1:45 later.
This set up the scenario for
Mike Anticoli's game-winning
goal which was set up by a
Royer assist at 55:05. The assist
was Royer's third point of the
evening.
Palmisano said the game with
Detroit was good preparation
for the contest against a highlyrespected Penn State squad on
Friday.
"We had to play in there at
Detroit, and we weren't intimadated," Palmisano said. "I don't
see any problem with playing on
their field (at Penn State)."
After facing the Nittany Lions,
the Falcons will be on the road
agianst Central Michigan and
Louisville before returning
home to face Dayton Sept. 16,
and Indiana Sept. 20.

~IU UK. „ _

"I wanted to do this one,"
Hinojosa said. "It's my
favorite piece since leaving
school."
The poster was made
from Hinojosa's 3 x 4-foot original oil painting. To capture the correct movements, Hinojosa poured
over old issues of Sports Illustrated, watched televised hockey games and
photographed two Ohio
State nockey players who
posed as models.

Oscar Hinojosa

than the size BG is accustomed
to playing on.
It was really difficult playing
on a field that short," 1'almisann
said. "Every time we started to
penetrate, they'd drop back into
the attacking zone (a defensive
tactic). It became very frustrating."
To add to BG's frustration,
Palmisano said there were two
situations in the game which
could have caused the Falcons
to just plain quit.
There were two opportunities where the kids could have
gave up," Palmisano said. "We
scored a goal that was taken
away.
"Then, they scored that first
goal. We could have given up
after that first goal, but that
only added more logs to the
fire."
Palmisano said the BG goal
was taken away at about the 20
minute mark because of an offside violation.

352-3551

MARK'S
OFF ANY 1-ITEM
MEDIUM PIZZA
THESE OFFERS NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS OR PROMOTIONS!

| FREE DELIVERY

352-3551

10% Student discount on menu items
1

1

:i

_P■

Classifieds
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Anyone irtereated In radio sports broadcasting.
reporting, or producing is mvtied to attend an
organizational1 meehng lor Bowling Green
Radio Sports on Thursday Sept 3 6 30 PM m
room 316 Weal Had No experience necessary.
new members welcome'

MATH HELP
private tutoring sessions
reasonable rate*
Can Dane 353-4413

Congratulations Wendy Charles on your Alpha
X. SAE paining to Pat Nona1
Love.
Your Alpha XI Sisters

Rec Canter Pro Shop
Speedo Swim Suite
Russell Sweats
Come See Our New Look

SCHOLARSHIPS. AID available tor trainmen,
sophomores, graduate school Scholarsfwp
Matching Center. 1 800 USA 1221
ext
6132

Congratulations to Sigma Phi Epaaon and Pi
Beta Ph, on a successful Mud Tug. and lo Delta
Zeta and Delta Upaiton on their victories
the sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta

Rec Center Pro Shop
Speedo Swim Suits
Rusael Sweets
Come See Our New Look

ATTENTION
There w* be a Student Athletic Board Meeting
on Thursday Sept 3, 1987. at 7 30 PM at
Memonal Hal Room 257 This meeting is tor all
reluming board members as we* as those who
appaed to be on the board lest year It tor some
reason you can't make tt*s meeting please contact Mary Elan Clorwnger at 372-2401 or Linus
Bruno at 353-6513

WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo
ottering;
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by soaneed physician deluding prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy tasting. Pap teat (tor cervical cancer). VD screening, birth control into .
Tubat Ugatlon. termtnaeon of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special ralea tor students )
By appointment 1-241-2471

AVOID THE ALL WORK A NO PLAY" SYN
DROME, come to the Student OrganUahona
Fa* on Wednesday. September 9 from 11 00
am lo3 00p m mtheLenhartGrand Ballroom
of the University Union

PERSONALS

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

COLLEGE LIFE
is e«citmg Christian (eiowship and
dynamic teaching from the Word1
Jom us at 7 30 tomght «i the
Alumni Room. 3rd floor Union
ALL ARE INVITED--freshmen welcome'
Sponsored by Campus Crusade tor Christ
Come jom the tun with Royal Green Al
welcome fun. new friends food September 8.
1897-9 00 PM-Army Cadet Lounge. Memorial
Hal
Falcon House Labor Day 5-M4e Run
and One Mile Fun Run
Proceeds to Benefit the Farmry
and Child Abuse Center
September 7. 1987
Pre Registration Falcon House 123 S Main St
mBG
Race Day Registration starts at 7 30 AM
Race Day Reg and Race held at B G City Park

1 mare roommate needed
802 Suth SI Apt 12
354 4428
ADOPTION Couple happey married 8 yrs with
much love a security to otter wishes to adopt
white newborn Al expenaes paid, confidential,
cal cosset 914-821 -1152
AOD PLEDGES GET PSYCHED FOR YEARS
OF FUN AND LAUGHTER WITH THE ALPHA
OAMSI
ALPHA XI DELTA

WELCOME BACK TOUR GUIDES'
It's that time again for our wonderful tall
meetings You onry need to attend one
Tuesday Sept 8 4-6 PM
Thursday Sepl 10 7 9 PM
Both <n the McFa* Assembly Room Remember
lo bring your schedules' See You There"

ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal s Private
Center lor Choree II

Toledo 419-255 7769

<&&%,&&£>
iHOCKMOnrot/iTATe a
A SAIAU miouieneM
CAHHIS t/tce so
/AAHr 0TH£RS.

Female roommate to sublease Reasonable
price Close to Campus Cal 354 1856
NEEDED Female Roommate tor lal spring
semester VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS, ex
ceaently furnished, al utilities, except electric.
pax) Rent is negotiable
Al 3543145
Available anytime
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
MOSELEY HALL 372-8380

79 TOYOTA CORONA
AUTOMATIC SI600 OR BEST OFFER

353-5625
Answering Machine with cal screening, per
sonafczed outgoing greeting plus others $45
Cal Laura 372-1417
Cuba Refrigerator like new: I 8 cu ft $45
3525093
FOR SALE
Steeper-Sola Good condlton $75
Cal 352-8259

General Organizational Meeting tor AM 660
WFAI-Thuraday Sept 3 7 30 121 West Hal
For anyone interested In radio"

Srgeni Pin Epaaon wishes the Falcon Footbal
Team the best ol luck in the season opener as
Moelown visits National Champion Penn State
on Saturday

FOR SALE: MEN'S 20 IN 10 SPD.-I35
10 GAl AQUARIUM WITH WITH ACCES.-I35
CALL 354-2451. ASK FOR JIM OR LEAVE
MESSAGE

Chad care for 2 year old m home close to campus non-smoker 8-6 30 Mon ft Tuaa
3527065

FOR SALE
HELP US OUT!
4 kitchen chairs for sale Make us an offer we
can't refuse' 354 7798 M-F

GRADUATE STUDENT HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY AT DOWNTOWN

5-9

M

HAVE TO SH» A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. U PS
A-Z Data Canter 352-5042
Interested In Practicing Judo? Cal 353-8517
Ask lor Bri
Kathy Hicks
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would ake to
welcome you, the best unit director, to BGSU
LAPHAXI---KAPPASKJ
1ST ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE

AM 680 WFAL Organizational Meeting Thurs
Sepl 3 121 West Hal 7 30

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 13, 11:00 AM
ALPHA XI'-'KAPPA SIG

AM 680 WFAL Organizational Meeting Thurs
Sept 3 121 West Hall 7 30

NEED HELP?
Typing-Word Processing
Document Storage on Diskette
Resumes
plus many more services
A-Z Oats Center 352-5042

ATTENTION MEN OF BGSU
Girts of B G calendars are available at SBX.
Bee Gee books, on campus bookstore Buy
now whse supptres last
ATTENTION MEN Of MM
Girls of B G calendars are available at SBX.
Bee Gee books, on campus bookstore Buy
now wfiee supplies last

PHI KAPPA PSI THE CHOICE..
PHI KAPPA PSI THE CHOICE...
PHI KAPPA PSI THE CHOICE...
PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES
Your Pi Phi coaches would like to say
Get psyched, gel pumped tor Saturday
MUD-TUG is here, we're going to wm
It's not over IB EVERYBODY'S IN"
TUG UNTIL YOU DROP
PI Pt» Coaches

Racquet Stringing
TENNIS. RACOETBALL. SQUASH. ETC
LOW PRICES FAST SERVICE
MULTI COLORED STRING AVAILABLE
CALL DON AT 353-7016

Brad ficDevltt
APl*U0fHi6HtH
i.tAKMI*(, 0* 7H£
cutrj/ff eon of
TOtM/S KHOwLiDbE

Female needs place lo rent tor lal semester only Must have own room (419) 423-1058 -Ask
lor Rhonda

77 Chevrolet Impeta Great engine condition
Must sel as soon aa poaefcte Asking $950
Cal Nicos 352-8473

HELP WANTED

AM 680 WFAL Organizational Meeting Thurs
Sepl 3 121 West Hal 7 30

Coma join the fun with Royal Green. All
welcome for the lun. new friends and loodSeptember (, 1917-900 PM-Army Cadet
lounge. Memorial Hall.

RUSH PHI DELTA THETA
THE BEST MOUSE-'OFF CAMPUS
LOCATED JUST WEST OF SORORITY ROW
• -NOTHING BUT THE BEST"
PW DELTA THETA

2 Females seeking a ttwd
furnished apartment
Close lo campus'
For more info cal
354-8201 ask tor Lisa or Carla

RUSH SI0MA CHI
COME SEE THE DIFFERENCEII

1ST ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE

BGSU vs. PENN STATE
BROADCAST LIVE ON
88.1 FM weou
with DEAN DtTMER and TIM PIAI
12 30 PRE GAME

RUSH FUT
Come by tonight and see why "It happens to the
BEST ol us "
RUSH PHI GAMMA DELTA

1974 Chevy Caprice Excel cond Blue with
454 angina. Power everything. Like new itv
tr-io. < very aeaendeple Cal 353-2938

FIRST AIDERS NEEDED FOR INTRAMURALS
APPLY AT 108 STUDENT REC CENTER CURRENT CPR AND ADVANCED FIRST AID RE
QUIRED ALSO NEED GOLF AND TENNIS
SUPERVISORS

ALPHA XC • -KAPPA M

AM 680 WFAL Organizational Meeting Thurs
Sept 3 121 Weal Hal 7 30

RUSH FUT
FUT- Two Good Names. One

2 female roommates for 1987-88 academic
year 875-8030

RUSH Phi Gamma Dad*
RUSH Fill •
RUSH Phi Gamma Delia
RUSH FUI

KAPPA SIGMA

COLLEGE NIGHT AT PABLO'S,
AMRGARITAS * LONG ISLAND ICED TEAS
AT PABLO'S SPECIAL REGULAR PRICES

SERVICES OFFERED

A

Fill Gamma Delta
Great Fraternity

FOR SALE

FALCONETTE TRYOUTS
Try out lor BGSU s Precision Skating Team 10
PM. Sept 1st and 3rd. Ice Arena

1IT ANNUAL TRICYCLE RACE

ALPHA XI-'-KAPPA SKI

The Lesbian and Gay Afcance will meet at St
Thomas Moore in the ReUgjous Ed room at
8 30 on Thursday All supportive persons
welcome Bring a friend

DO YOU NEED A JOB' WE NEED
HOUSEBOY CALL 2 2589 AFTER 5 PM

GRADUATE STUDENT HAPPY HOURS
EVERY FRIDAY AT DOWNTOWN

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 11. 11:00 AM

THE LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE (LAGA)
WILL HOLD ITS FIRST MEETING OF THE
YEAR ON THURS . SEPT 3 AT 8 30 PM IN
THE RELIGIOUS ED ROOM OF ST THOMAS
MORE PARISH IT WILL BE AN INFORMAL
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING AND CULTURE
NIGHT
ALL SUPPORTIVE PERSONS
WELCOME FOR MORE INFO CALL THE
UNK AT 352-1545
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

Cintern Printed hats, 'ackets, shuts for all occantons Guaranteed loweet price. Call
Penguin Sflkecreenlng 410-396-3382
Divestment update a plans tor action Pro
gressive Student Organization (PSO) meeting
Tuaa . Sept 8. 8 p m UCF 313 Thuraim. Caa
352-7534 Everyone welcome.

'DELTA GAMMAS*
Tired and bored and led us too7
Wei. OG Ladies this Teas s tor you1
Cal It Wad. caa it outa sight.
We'l see an ot you tonight'
Brothers ol Theta Chi

Miscellany Magazine. THE Bowling Green student magazine wants your help this tal
Wnters * Artists ■ Photographers
STAFF MEETING
Wed. Sept 9. 7 pm West Hall
Commons 2nd floor
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Fust Meeting Thurs Sept 3
8 00 PM Tart Room wi the Umon
ALL MUST ATTEND

Congratulations Aasa McMOen. Diane K-nzer.
and al party heads for a successful rush1
Love and TTKEk.
the sisters ol Gamma Pin Beta

WANTED

KIWiOlDBnHl

...l/M.WtTHAFCU
6r-t/6rVT«r«£SrY- #5XC£r»r«rVS, THAT /$.
tMMAl of
TomotKouX TM
cue AM ofTMtm

SIGMA CHI RUSH
You'l lind if here1

CHILDCARE
2 toddlers In McCrure (15 mln wast ol BG) MWF 1-5 PM Cal 1-748-8753

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
RECOGNIZE CHRIS BROOKS FOR BEING
CHOSEN BROTHER OF THE WEEK FOR HIS
DEDICATION ANO HARD WORK ON OUR
MOST SUCCESSFUL MUD TUG EVER WE
WOULD ALSO UKE TO CONGRATULATE
DELTA UPSILON AND DELTA ZETA ON THEIR
FIRST PLACE FINISHES

Daytime Dishwashing. Busing tables and night
gr* help needed at Bob Evans, apply in person

The Phi Pal Raiders wish sll participant! In
the Phi Pal-Alpha Chi Bathtub Race the beat
olluck.
Phi Kappa Pal
The Choice
The sisters ot Gamma Phi Beta
Would like to give a cheer
And thank the Theta ChTe
For the best wsy lo start the yeari
The Undergraduate Alumni Association is handing out the Ireshman record books that you
ordered this summer A limited number ol additional books w* be for sale if you did not place
your order Be at the Union Oval Mon-Frl.
10 00 AM 10 2 00 PM

Evening office cleaning
Part-time
Cal 352-5822
Exp part-time warehouse person with computer knowledge
Hours flexible
Ph
352 2299 between 14 PM
Experienced waitresses for immediate part-time
openings Apply at Pablo's Mexican Restaurant.
893 S Main BG M-F alter 11 M and Sat after
b PM

FOR SALE
FISHER POUR HEAD STEREO VCR-(VHS) 14
day programmable Can Unversity Cleaners between 9-5:30 weekly-ask lor Jody
352-7212

For Sate: 2 lofts 1 A-frame for McDonald and 1
suspension lor Rodgers $70 ee reg Both In
greet cond Cal 354-5210
FOR SALE (81 Pmk Floyd Tickets lor Thurs.
Sept 17. Cleveland Stadium Great Seats. Cal
353-2843
Free Standing Loft* lor sale. University Approved $80 or best offer Cal 354 6910 Ask for
Kety or Nancy
MAC 400K exl disk drive am upgrading
reasonable $ Bateman. 200 D Memorial Hal
372-2878
NEW BROTHER TYPEWRITER $200 .
ACOUSTIC GUITAR-EX COND $75 . MEIKAI
CAMERA 35mm. $15 CALL 352-3061

Gymnastics Instructor needed tor Tuesday
evenings Phone Jon 352-1968

PV* Floyd -2 hckels lor sale for Sept 1 7 show
in Cleve -Cat 354 0495

Junior or Senior Computer Science major or
Business Major with strong computer
background to help m smal office Hours flexible Send resume to P O Box 391. Bowing
Green.OH 43402

Pioneer dm mount AM-FM cassette car stereo
Brand new m box $120 384-6808

Lawn maintenance
Ft* and Part-Time
Cal 352 5822

Sola 3 cushion Blue design Good Condition
Phone 352 0753
Suspended Loft For Sale
University Approved ft Fire-proofed
Ladder Included Call Leslie M
354-6910-$75 or best offer

>To our Sig Ep coaches Bil and Jeff
Thanks lor a fantastic Mud Tug1
The Earth Gals of Gamma Phi
To the Sisters ol Chi Omega:
"Special people make
special things happen
thanks lor al ol your help ai making the start ol
tins year's pledge program a HUGE sucess"
Chi O Love.
Tracy

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
MOSELEY HALL 372-8360
WELCOME BACK TOUR GUIDES'
It's thai time agam lor our wonderful fal
meetings You only need lo attend one
Tuesday Sept 8 4-6 PM
Thursday. Sept 10 7-9 PM
Both In the McFaD Assembly Room Remember
lo braig your schedules' See You There"
"CATCH
"CATCH
"CATCH
CATCH
•CATCH
"CATCH

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

NU
NU
NU
NU
NU
NU

WAVE"
WAVE"
WAVE"
WAVE"
WAVE"
WAVE"

GET AWAY FROM B G FROM 7 30-9 30
TONIGHT CASINO NITE AT SIGMA NU ONLY
YOU CAN CATCH THE NU WAVE'"
' LAS VEGAS IN 8 G ? ONLY TONIGHT AT THE
SIGMA NU HOUSE. ACROSS FROM MAR
SHMAN AT THE END OF NEW FRATERNITY
ROW CATCH THE NU WAVE'"

FOR RENT

NEED 11 WOMEN
to participate in weight loss program Musi be al
least 25 pounds overweight 352-6975

Apartmtjnl tor Ron I
2 bedroom-Close to Campus
$330 per month mcl heat
available soon1

Needed lead guitarist with vocals lor college
band 372-4842 or 927-2223
Part-time farm help Experienced person to
plow, help with harvesting ft odd obs
362-7050
Resort Hotels. Crutaehnes. Airlines. Amusement Parks. NOW accepting appkcations For
more eiformatkon and an application, write National Collegiate Recreation Service. P 0 Box
8074. Hilton Head. S C 29938

at

354 2466 372 8646
Efflc Apt
3529302

avail

Ce«

R E

Management

Large efficiency apt lo sublet CaH 352-1195

Restaurant deli help wanted Al posilions-lul
and part time Apply m person Syd ft Diane's
restaurant. 105 W Fifth St Perrysburg
The GAVEL. BGSU s newpaper pubkshed lor
the GREEK system on campus, is looking for
ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES lor
the 1987-88 academic year Gain valuable
sales experience while earning commission and
supporting YOUR publication Contact Advertising Manager 214 West Hal 372-2606

Tutors Needed
Wednesday evenings only Irom 5 to 8 p m tor
Toeldo Area High School students in Algebra.
Geometry. English and Social Studies For appkcalion and further information, contact the
Upward Bound Program 301 Hayes Hall.
BGSU 372-2381
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
MOSELEY HALL 372-8360

The
BGNews
needs
volunteer
reporters,
photographers
and copy
editors.

HELP
WANTED:
DOMINO'S PIZZA
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS AND
PIZZA MAKERS
NEEDED

Full A Part-Time
MUST BE AT LEAST
18 YEARS OLD
MUST HAVE OWN CAR
WITH INSURANCE

FLEXIBLE HOURS
Day or Evening

"Your Connection to the World"
rr>
YOUR CHOICE"

$4.50 - $6.50/hr
with mileage

BUSINESS - NEWS - WEATHER SPORTS - MUSIC - MOVIES ENTERTAINMENT - AND MORE.

CALL
OR APPLY IN PERSON
352-1539
1616E.W00STER
Greenwood Centre

ALL FOR $11 PER MONTH

wood cable TV
118 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-8424

Office Hours:
8:00 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Monday - Friday

KEY Senior Portrait Sitting
Signups Are Now!

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Call 372-8086 Today!

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
We can fulfill your apartment needs — Come see us first!

1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments

Three Locations

Furnished and Unfurnished

• Palmer Ave • S.Summit • Napoleon Rd.

Rental Office
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
400 Napoleon Rd.
Sat. & Sun. 10-4

352-9135

